Figure A: Pearson correlation coefficient between features within each shape category. Within each shape category features are highly correlated other than band based, waviness (Fourier), and some of the nuclei measures. Each pixel is the average of Pearson correlation for 14 cases, 7 drugs x 2 cell lines.
Reduces cell motility and focal adhesion turnover [14] .
Cell shapes which lack tails and long protrusions and decreased cell asymmetry [15] .
Induces strong cell-cell contact and Enhances Ecadherin/catenin expression which are strongly associated with the actin cytoskeleton [11] . Table D for the parameters  used in this table. Parameter Formula
Ng j=1
Sum squares variance
Difference Entropy - Information measure Correlation 2
Ng j=1 p(i,j) Parameter Formula P (i, j) ij th entry of co-occurance probability matrix
Highest intensity of gray level Cell perimeter Perimeter of the cell P ixel
Cell major axis
The major axis of an ellipse drawn around the cell
P ixel
Cell minor axis
The minor axis of an ellipse drawn around the cell
Cell circularity 
Mean Cell Radius
The mean of all radii drawn from the hull's centroid to an exterior point
P ixel

CV Cell Radius
The relative variation of radii drawn from the cells center to an exterior point.
Given by the Standard of Deviation of all Radii divided by the mean of all radii U nit − less
Max Span
The maximum distance from one point on the convex hull to another P ixel Distance between the centroids of cell and nucleus P ixel
Nuc to cell orientation
Angle between the distance nuc to cell centroid and cell major axis Degree 
U nit − less
Max hull Radius
Maximum distance from centroid of Hull to an exterior point on the hull.
P ixel
Hull radius ratio
Maximum/minimum radius of hull. U nit − less
Mean hull radius
The mean of all radii drawn from the hull's centroid to an exterior point.
P ixel
CV hull radius (STD hull radius)/(Mean hull radius) U nit − less
Bounding circle diameter
The diameter of the bounding circle drawn around the cell.
P ixel
Max circle to hull radius
The maximum distance from the center of the bounding circle to an edge of the convex hull.
P ixel
Circle to hull radius ratio (Max circle to hull radius)/(Min circle to hull radius)
U nit − less
Mean circle to hull radius
The mean of all radii drawn from the circle's center to the hull P ixel
CV
Circle2Hull Radius (STD( all radii drawn from the circle s center to the hull ))/(Mean circle to hull radius) U nit − less 
Parameter
Formula Units
Mean of absolute values
Maximum height of the profile
Where R p has the maximum and R v has the minimum height in the profile P ixel 
